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Hi everyone and welcome to Hacc's jumpstart your success event. My name is Emily Fox, I serve as one 

of the virtual navigators on our student learning systems support team here at Hacc. If you can hear me I 

do want to make sure that you acknowledge that and type in the chat where you're joining from today. 

We'd love to know that you can hear us and see where you're joining from today. Go ahead type in the 

chat that's your main way of communicating with us today and we do ask that you keep your video off 

and your microphone muted throughout the presentation but we will use the chat box as a main way to 

be communicating with you today my co-worker will be posting links in there, Jeanette, throughout the 

presentation so go ahead and you can click on those to get some additional information throughout the 

presentation. we will disable the chat once the presentation starts and then reopen it at the very end so 

right now go ahead use the chat and share where you're joining it from. I'm seeing some trickle in here it 

looks like we have someone joining us from new York, someone from littlestown and harrisburg lots of 

harrisburg individuals joining us and smiley face next to Harrisburg. Excellent. Annville, wherever you're 

joining us from today so glad that you chose to join our jump start your success webinar. The whole 

purpose of this event is to provide you with information that you need to be a successful student in the 

online environment to help you prepare for the upcoming semester. If you're looking more for general 

HACC information you can view our new student orientation home base guide or attend a new student 

orientation. If you haven't already and you can reach out to orientation@hacc.edu to get that 

scheduled. What can you expect during this session, today during our jump start your success webinar? 

Well first I'm going to go through some slides here that detail some information related to taking online 

courses we'll look at some resources and also the learning management system. we'll also have a chance 

to hear the student perspective and the faculty perspective at the end of our presentation and we'll 

wrap up with the time for questions. one other note that I do want to add is we added in a fun contest. 

this is the first time we'll be trying this where we hide a picture of our mascot hemingway the hawk is 

our mascot. I will have that hidden in the presentation here if you see hemingway go ahead and use the 

zoom menu bar and select raise your hand if you want to practice right now you can it's under reactions 

on the zoom bar and raise your hand we'll be watching who raises their hand when you spy hemingway 

hawk and we'll be in touch with you to coordinate you receiving a bookstore gift card, a HACC bookstore 

gift card so that's a fun little contest that we wanted to add in and keep your eyes out for hemingway. 

all right well we'll get started here one other thing I want to mention as well is that as you probably all 

know Covid19 has really changed the world that we live in and education is no different. we are going to 

put in the chat a link that you can check out to see updates related to covid and that's placed there in 

the chat as a result we have lots of different course options available to students to accommodate you. 

the course options are listed here on the slide and if you want a more summarized version you can go to 

hacc.edu/courseschedule. you'll see more details if you go to that site we do have on-campus classes 

classes on the gettysburg harrisburg lancaster lebanon or york campus we also have fully remote 

courses- those are courses that are at scheduled times but they occur through zoom and online and we 

also have virtual learning or online classes which is when students are taking their classes 

asynchronously online meaning you don't necessarily have to log in at a scheduled time but you do still 

need to be adhering to the deadlines and the due dates. we have combinations of those three the on 

campus fully remote and the remote and virtual learning and also Hyflex which is a newer form of 

learning where students may attend what either on campus or through zoom at scheduled times so 

you'll see more Hyflex options popping up as well so again if you want more information about those 

courses go to hacc.edu/courseschedule and hopefully based off of your preference and your schedule 

you can find something that works well for you or you have already if you're registered for classes. 
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the majority of our focus today will be on tips for success in the online environment but a lot of the tips 

really can carry over to the on campus in person learning as well. all courses at Hacc are uniquely 

created by the instructor and that's something we pride ourselves on here at Hacc. Each course has 

course outcomes and objectives but the actual layout of the course the way that it's taught the course 

navigation the expectations how you are tested and graded on the information that can look all very 

different from one class to the next even the same class that is taught by two different instructors. some 

instructors do have their course set up that you can work ahead whereas other instructors may have it 

that the information is released at a particular time. I see often times modules or the coursework is 

released every week so that may be the case for you. my advice to you is just give yourself some grace 

and time to adjust to each class to become comfortable with the navigation and the expectations and 

another recommendation to you is to print out your syllabus, the course syllabus, that will be available 

to you on the first day of class and in the syllabus is some key information which you'll often reference 

all semester long. oftentimes due dates or expectations are listed in there if you don't have access to a 

printer to print your syllabus the bookstore will print items for you and mail them to you we'll put a link 

for that in the chat as well. 

I'm going to bring this next slide up here which talks about time commitment. that's a common question 

that we receive from students about you know how much time do i actually have to set aside to be 

successful in this class. I'm registered for it but especially for online classes you're not required to log in 

at a particular time like you would be for a remote or on campus class and as a general rule for virtual 

learning classes you should plan to set aside 135 hours for each three credit course and for remote 

learning plan to set aside two hours of outside to class learning for every hour that you are in class. for a 

full semester if you're registered for a spring course that starts in january that works out to be about 10 

hours per week for a three credit virtual learning course shorter lengths courses so our winter term if 

you're registered for a winter term class it starts next week that's four weeks long that's much more 

accelerated even though you're covering the same course information in that time. on average you may 

want to set aside about 30 hours per week for your three credit course to be successful and there's 

other factors too whether a subject comes easy to you or harder to you and the we don't want you 

necessarily be sitting down with a stopwatch and timing yourself and making sure you get this 

recommended amount of hours. it's really just a guideline for you to recognize i will need to set aside 

time to be successful this isn't something where i'm just signing into the class and signing out there is 

work that you will need to be doing to be successful. i've found in working with students throughout the 

years that the students who are most successful in the online environment are those who are self-

disciplined and organized and they plan ahead really preparing for the unexpected and having a backup 

plan in place. if you're reaching out to instructors they are given the leeway to respond within 24 to 48 

hours so many of our instructors they respond that much sooner than that but i guess my point is you 

don't want to reach out to an instructor five minutes before your assignment is due. you do want to be 

reaching out early with questions that you may have so you have time for a response and then you have 

time to put forth effort to do a good job. many of our instructors do offer online office hours where you 

can hop in and meet them in zoom to discuss questions that you may have or there's other ways that 

you can connect such as email a discussion board that they may have in their class for questions and 

phone. you'll see a variety of ways that you may be able to connect with your instructor. i do 

recommend when you're reaching out to your instructor that you're reaching out with your hawk mail 
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your @hawkmail.hacc.edu address and that you mention your full name and the course reference 

number the CRN a lot of our instructors are teaching more than one course multiple courses so if you're 

able to identify who you are and which course you're in they're able to help you much more efficiently 

and quicker that way. keeping open communication with your instructor really is key they're people too 

they understand that life happens and are often willing to accommodate you. when I was teaching I had 

a student that reached out to me at the beginning of the semester to let me know she would be going 

on a cruise and she wouldn't have internet for a week so I had no problem working with her to make 

sure she could either make up the work before she left or when she returned but if she had not reached 

out to me at all and just was unresponsive for a week or so and then reached out to me to try to make 

up the work I don't know if I would have been as accommodating in that particular situation. Of course 

our instructors they recognize emergencies happen but as much as you can if you can communicate 

ahead of time, keep that open communication, that really will be a benefit to you 

Now that you are registered for classes how do you actually access your course content? well your 

online course and course information can be accessed through brightspace by desire2learn you may 

hear referred to as brightspace or d2l or desire2learn it's all the same thing it's our learning 

management system where you can access your online courses and a lot of our remote and on-campus 

classes utilize brightspace d2l as well. you can access it through myHACC and i'll show you later on in this 

presentation course and how to access that you may receive some course information from your 

instructor in your hawkmail email as well especially if you're a part of a remote course once you're in, 

once you're in myHACC you'll see a bright orange button that says brightspace d2l and you can click on it 

to enter into the learning management system so i'll show you that in just a bit. 

As far as course login if you're to go into d2l right now you will probably see the courses that you're 

registered for listed but they will officially open on the first day of class by 8 am. some of our instructors 

do open up their courses early so you can go ahead and check and see if your instructor is one of those 

that opens up their classes early but definitely by 8 am on the first day of class you'll be able to access 

the courses that you're registered for that would be if you're part of a winter term class december 20th 

this coming monday you'll be able to access your winter term classes and then the spring, a lot of our 

classes start on january 18th. we do have various start and end dates throughout the spring semester so 

if you're part of a late start class that starts on february 7th then your late start class will open by 8 am 

on february 7th. as a best practice we do recommend that you log in and begin working in your courses 

within 24 to 48 hours of the start date that allows you to become familiar with the layout and the 

expectations of the course and your instructor plus it shows your instructor that you're engaged in 

getting in there and getting started so that is our recommendation to you. 

Recommended internet browsers when you're using brightspace by d2l. mozilla safari and google 

chrome are the recommended internet browser. internet explorer and d2l they do not support one 

another so if you're to click on the internet explorer and try to go into d2l you'll be denied access you 

can't actually get into d2l from internet explorer so go ahead and use one of these other internet 

browsers that we recommend here. 

For the mobile app if you're interested in checking out brightspace by d2l on your phone lots of our 

students are on the go and have five minutes here or there to be checking in on their coursework you 

can download for free the brightspace pulse app and go ahead and download that if you're interested in 

using brightspace on your phone. 
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One of the most important things is having reliable technological devices and internet access for 

students in need of a laptop or access to internet. we do have a limited number of internet hotspot 

devices and laptops that you can borrow if you're eligible you pick it up on campus and then return it 

once you are finished with that item as a HACC student and that's through our tech and internet access 

loan program. Put a link for that in the chat and it's also there on the slide. related to that and actually 

new of this past summer is a temporary federal program called the emergency broadband benefit 

program and with this program students can receive up to fifty dollars per month discount for 

broadband service and a one-time discount for up to a hundred dollars for an approved tech device you 

can find out more if you go to get emergency broadband.org. 

Things to keep in mind some courses such as foreign language courses or math courses they use a 

different or additional third party software. you should still plan to log into d2l and then in d2l you'll be 

provided with information about where to access that third-party software. for instance with our math 

courses they utilize a program called pearson mymathlab. if you're a student that's in a math course you 

would still log into d2l and then from there your instructor would give you information about pearson 

mymathlab and a lot of your coursework would then take place there. there are some courses too that 

have remote proctor expectations meaning that when you're taking your exams you do need to have a 

monitor someone monitoring while you're taking that exam. that is listed in the course description if you 

are part of a course especially a virtual learning course that requires remote proctored testing and 

information will be provided by your instructor if that applies to you or really if you have any specific 

technological requirements for the course your instructor will communicate that to you. 

Textbooks well since classes are starting soon you want to make sure that you have the textbook or the 

required material available to you and the bookstore webpage really is the best place to go if you go to 

bookstore.hacc.edu. you can click to view textbook information there. there is a shipping fee for each 

order shipped through ups or you can pick up any of your orders from a campus location during their 

open store hours but just a note about the lebanon campus if you're planning to pick up a bookstore 

order on the lebanon campus they do not have a bookstore but students can pick up orders at the 

learning commons desk on the third floor. now you are encouraged to purchase new or used or rented 

textbooks through HACC bookstore but we do recognize that there are other places that you can 

purchase a textbook. either way still make sure you're going through the bookstore first to make sure 

that you capture the isbn of the textbook to make sure you're getting the exact textbook title edition 

that is required for that particular course and when you go to the bookstore webpage it does require 

you to put in the course the actual course reference number and the instructor that teaches it because 

the same course that is taught by different instructors they may use different textbooks. you want to 

make sure you're looking up your exact course and getting the textbook that is required for you there is 

a step-by-step guide and video for how to get your textbooks if you go to hacc.edu/jumpstart 

HACC understands that textbooks they're an added expense and we do want to keep the cost down so 

some unique textbook initiatives have been established and I will share these with you. I think you'll see 

even more and more initiatives pop up because we recognize that this is an added expense to you and 

we want to make that easier on you. If you're not sure about questions related to textbook you can 

always reach out to your instructor or to the bookstore and they'll be able to assist you but I'll highlight 

a few here and one of these that you may see in your course is an open educational resource OERs and 

they are public resources which are available for free use and repurposing by others again you see that 

popping up in more and more of our classes. inclusive access is another initiative in which this is digital 
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access to course material and it's a lower cost to students and students also pay for it as part of their 

course registration fee. cengage unlimited subscription this provides students with a subscription-based 

plan I like to compare it to netflix and this is when students can pay for unlimited digital access to 

cengage material for either a semester or for a year for a semester it's $119.99 and for a year it's 179.99 

and when I was teaching one of my textbooks was a cengage book and the book itself was more 

expensive than this subscription plan so even if you have one cengage book that's required for one of 

your classes you may want to look into this cengage unlimited subscription option. ebooks we get 

questions about that whether you need to have a hard copy a paper copy of your textbook or electronic 

version and I've found a lot of times your instructor doesn't care which one you're using it's a personal 

preference but our HACC bookstore works with red shelf as well as jump books to offer online access to 

ebooks. if that is of interest to you you can check out more information if you go to bookstore.hacc.edu 

or reach out to our bookstore for any questions you may have related to these initiatives or getting your 

textbooks. 

I'm also going to move on here and show you a sample course here in a bit. You may see a course layout 

that looks very similar to this. right here where they have in the course navigation course home content 

discussion dropbox quizzes grades email and resources. Each course can look a little bit different but i 

will show you here in a bit one of our sample courses and i'll show you some of the basic tools that you 

would be using as a student common assessments that you would be taking so things like posting in a 

discussion board or submitting a file to a dropbox or taking a quiz those are common things that you'll 

see in our online courses. you can see some sample courses from some of our instructors if you go to 

hacc.edu/onlinecoursetours and you'll hear from one of our faculty members later on in this 

presentation where you'll hear some tips from them and also get a little showcase of one of their 

courses that they teach. I do recommend when you're first signing into your classes a lot of our 

instructors have a start here message oftentimes on the home page where they give you information 

about where you should be starting or navigating around in their course so i encourage you to look for 

that that way you're going through the course in the way that they intend you to. 

As I log in to myHACC, O'm just going to change my screen here you should be able to see myHACC. I'm 

logged in as one of our demo students here. I’m going to show you a sample course here in just a bit but 

I do want to point out some resources along the way both in myHACC and then also in d2l. this bright 

orange button here once you log into myHACC my.hacc.edu with that bright orange button brightspace 

d2l is what you'll click on to get to the learning management system i'll go there in just a bit but i do 

want to point out hawkmail this is your emailing system here at hacc i encourage you to be checking 

that now even though this semester has not started yet for either our winter or spring term. check that 

now and check that regularly while you are a student. we do also have an email system in brightspace 

d2l so there's lots of different ways that you can be staying in touch and communicating. library 

resources lots available to support you here. Hacc has a ask a librarian chat you can make research 

appointments there are electronic books and journals and videos lots of options to support you as well. 

navigate is a great platform for you to utilize as a student there is an app version of navigate as well. In 

navigate you can schedule appointments with your advisor or career services or other departments at 

hacc you can view resources and events and important reminders and it's also a great way to use their 

tool called the academic planner where you can plan out classes that you'll be taking while you are a 

HACC student. zoom we're using zoom right now for this presentation and if you're part of a remote 

instruction course you'll connect using zoom but all students here at hacc also have a free zoom account 
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that you can utilize for group projects or study groups or for clubs there's ways that you can connect it's 

free for you to use zoom. 

now on the right hand side O also wanted to show you a few helpful links here under the student 

success resources area the helpful links microsoft office 365 all current hacc students receive at the 

ability to download microsoft office 365 for free and a lot of our instructors encourage you to use word 

or excel or powerpoint for files and for various coursework requirements so that's great if you're able to 

download that and have that on your computer. this is also where the technology and internet access 

loan request is available there we were talking about that earlier if you are in need of internet hotspot 

or a laptop to borrow that from hacc while you're a student. i'm going to actually go into brightspace by 

d2l now so this is a learning management system this is how you get to your online courses or again i 

said a lot of our remote or on-campus classes utilize brightspace d2l as well and when we click in there 

this is the home page. here there's lots of resources on the right hand side as well and i'm not even 

touching on all of the resources so you have lots and lots of resources to support you here at hacc but i 

will point out just a few here in d2l on the right hand side learning commons that encompasses our 

tutoring testing tech support and library services. we have tech support available 24/7 tutoring is 

available 24/7 as well. our campus tutoring has select hours available online and then if you need a time 

outside of that we work with smarthinking to provide online tutoring available 24/7. 

And then down a little bit further is the student resources area- here brightspace and zoom resources 

for students at the very bottom there's a live chat if you have any questions or issues with d2l you can 

chat 24/7 with a d2l representative and those are some that I wanted to point out to you. the way you 

access your course you can do it here from the home page or go up to this little square icon and then 

you would see your courses listed there. I know a lot of our students like to pin courses meaning when 

you pin a course then it goes to the top of the list which may not be overly important to you your first 

semester at hacc but every semester when you take courses typically your old courses stay in this list 

and you don't necessarily have to be accessing them so you want to be accessing your most current 

ones. If you pin them then they're at the top of the list and to pin of course all you do is find the course 

that you're interested in pinning so we'll do this brightspace d12 tour for students course. If I pin that 

then every time I sign in that will come at the top of the list. here there are two resource courses 

available to you as a hacc student if you're a current hacc student you should be enrolled in both of 

these courses one of them is a student resource center and lounge the other one is a bright space d2l 

tour for students. this student resource center and lounge if i click into this there's more resources in 

here too that you can check out but the areas that are most used in this particular course is the news 

area you'll see a lot of events and announcements posted in there and there's also a discussion area 

there's two boards one that you can introduce yourself or ask a question and one where you can find a 

study group or form a study group. go ahead and check out that student resource center and lounge. 

the other one is this brightspace d12 tour for students i encourage you to go in and check out this 

course because what's so nice about this course is these are not graded courses so before you're 

actually starting your other courses this is a no pressure environment where you can go through and 

practice taking a quiz post on a discussion board submit files to a dropbox do all that and it won't impact 

your grade at all this is just for you to practice. here on this home page and a lot of our homepages for 

for courses you'll see some announcements and news areas but again every course does look different. 

i'm going to go in and show you a few of the common communication and assessment items that you 

may see or utilize in your online course the first one is discussion posts so in this particular course 
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discussion posts can be found under this communication tab i go to that for discussion posts this is really 

one of the main ways that you'll be interacting with peers and instructors if you're part of a virtual 

learning or online course there's often graded discussion boards but a lot of our classes have question 

and answer boards too because a lot of times if you have a question some of your other classmates may 

have that same question and then the instructor can answer it right there on the discussion board but 

with discussion boards and posts you do want to make sure you're keeping track of due dates a lot of 

our instructors they'll ask students to post by this is just an example but maybe post by thursday and 

then respond to two or three classmates by Sunday. it's important that you're familiar with what's 

expected in your course so that you don't lose points for not posting it appropriately for the correct 

time. I do also recommend when you're working in discussion boards that you type out your discussion 

post in a word document or a google doc somewhere else first where you can save it if you were to lose 

internet or your laptop dies or any number of thing that way you can easily retrieve it and post that back 

into the discussion area. I do also recommend when you're posting in this discussion area that you 

subscribe to your posts and i'll give you a little example here. if i click on this practice discussion area 

when you're doing a discussion you'll want to go to start a thread you would enter in the subject and the 

content here you can attach links and images it's very similar to a platform that you may see a word 

processing type of platform you may see i clicked off subscribe to thread because that means if anybody 

responds to my post i'll receive a little alert here at the top and that's important because if a classmate 

or instructor were to respond to your post and you can go back and forth responding to one another 

and then click post 

You do want to make sure too that when you're posting in discussion boards that you're still using 

correct grammar and spelling. i think it can be tempting sometimes to use more of our text talk in this 

type of environment but it is still a professional environment and a lot of times you will be graded on 

your spelling and grammar and being professional, treating others with respect so that's a discussion 

area. I do also want to show you quizzes that's under assessment in this particular course so if i go to 

quizzes and i'll go to one of the the sample quizzes here there's a variety of different ways that you can 

be taking quizzes. quiz questions that you can receive there's multiple choice which is probably the most 

common that i see multiple selection true or false we have matching or ranking or short answer those 

are the most common types of questions you'll see on quizzes in here. you do want to be very mindful of 

how the course is set up because some of our instructors they'll allow for multiple attempts at a quiz 

whereas other instructors you get one chance. some instructors you can work ahead or go back to quiz 

questions whereas others once you move on to the question you can't go back. some of the quizzes you 

can see answers right after you take the quiz whereas some instructors they may release the answers 

after the module is over so maybe a week later and i know some instructors actually don't give the 

correct answers to quizzes it's up to you you know if you've got something incorrect to go and find out 

what that correct answer should have been. so there's lots of different ways that quizzes can be set up 

you do want to be very familiar with how the setup is and what's covered in the quiz just as you would in 

person if you're taking a quiz make sure you know what's on that quiz so you can be studying so we'll go 

in and i'll just show you what it looks like when you start the quiz here 

So you can see true or false and you just go through and do all those i won't go through all 15 questions 

here you would if it was a real quiz that you were taking but i'll submit this quiz so you can see what it 

looks like. it did warn me that i didn't answer these questions but i'm going to submit anyway and then 

it gives the answers which ones i got wrong and right or skipped are listed here. that's a little example of 
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a quiz. the other thing that i'll show you is a dropbox assignment so if you go to this is also under 

assessment dropbox this is where you will be submitting files to your instructor so like a word document 

or a pdf or a google doc those may be ways that you would submit it so right here there's a practice 

assignment area and you would add your file right here or you could record some audio you can also put 

a comment a lot of times it's not required that you put any comment at all but i will say when i was 

teaching i always loved when students would put something in here like hope you're having a good day 

or happy holidays to you you know just something really small that put a smile on my face so you can 

always do that with your courses and then you would hit submit once you hit submit it does confirm 

that it went through and you receive an email that the dropbox item was submitted. the last thing i'll 

show you before we move on to hearing from the student and faculty perspective is your notifications. if 

you go up to the top right corner your name you can go down to notifications and in here is where you 

can select if you'd like to receive email or text notifications maybe you don't want email or text 

notifications but you can check that off if that does interest you at all you can also edit your profile 

picture from in here as well that gives you a little overview of d2l and what to expect in online classes 

but i am going to turn the program over to daniel ford who will be moderating our discussion with a 

student and faculty member so go ahead daniel he's going to share his screen. 

 

Thanks for coming out hopefully you can see my screen okay so the first part of what we're going to do 

now is we're going to speak to a student and a faculty member and i'm going to invite a student jeanette 

to meet myself and introduce herself  

 

Hello everyone my name is Jeanette, along with being a student here at Hacc i am also a staff member 

and i am happy to answer some questions today.  

 

Great thanks. So the first question we have for you is this one what characteristics or behaviors should a 

student possess to be successful in an online environment  

Now i will tell you that i found out my first go-round in college a long time ago that i am a procrastinator 

and i've picked up tips along the way going through my degrees and when i came back to take more 

classes here at hacc i noticed i am still a procrastinator so i have to organize myself so organization 

especially in an online environment if you're taking a virtual class where you don't have set meeting 

times you really have to organize yourself out and make sure that you have your due dates make sure 

that you are aware of when submissions are due and when you have to reply to post by. i make sure 

that i get my syllabus and i become familiar with it before the class starts if it is released i get those due 

dates into a calendar for myself so i have those and i just set aside time for myself so organization using 

a calendar app making sure you're familiar with brightspace and also the navigate app keeps you on 

track as well another thing i would say for students a good way to keep yourself on track is really getting 

involved we have a lot of events we have a lot of student groups we have athletics we have various ways 

that you can get involved when you're more involved on can on campus and in campus because i know 

not a lot of things are in person right now so when you are involved and you get yourself involved you're 

more likely to stay on track you're more likely to form good groups that you can relate to so you know 

forming a group in your class a study group you may find that if you're in a certain major that you're 

going to be taking classes with the same people several times so forming that group early getting that 

study group early can help you along the way. 
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Great thank you. So the second question we have is what helps you successfully juggle coursework with 

your daily life responsibilities you mentioned obviously working as well. 

Like i said i'm a little bit of a procrastinator and the thing that has helped me through life and through 

learning and going to college is getting a calendar app using the calendar app on my phone using the 

calendar app in my email and making sure that i have everything organized so i know this is when i'm 

working this is when i have class this is when i need to study and set aside times for those projects that 

are going to be due so i just make sure that i put at the beginning of the semester i put everything in the 

calendar and then when things come up outside of work and outside of school i know if i can commit to 

those outside things. I have my calendar apps. 

Great thank you so the final question we have is could you give us three resources that you encourage 

other students to use 

Sure I think the first one is navigate there are to-do's in navigate that you get every semester and it just 

keeps you on track it's hey you need to build your educational plan hey you need to meet with your 

advisor make sure your tuition is paid things of that nature and you can go in and you can check those 

off every semester and it just kind of keeps you on the on track that way. there's also events in there 

that are in there and they they're you can look at them for a month and see oh i might want to do this 

and you can add that to your calendar so it get that gets you involved you can also connect with your 

classmates through study buddies again forming that study group within your class. The second one is 

our learning commons, Emily talked about this a little bit but it has your testing and tutoring and it has 

your library and it has the information and the user support for those technologies so that's on your 

myHACC portal which is the third one become really familiar with your HACC portal because it has all 

that wealth of information right there for you it tells you about your zoom it has navigate it has your 

hawk mail it has your student profile it has all the information that you need to be successful at hacc. 

Great thank you jeanette and we're going to move on to our faculty member here so i'm going to ask 

professor Nowik if she's on the line she could unmute herself and introduce herself. 

hi everyone i'm Christine Nowik i'm the chair of english here at hacc and i am also teaching english 101 

over the winter term. 

Great thank you so the first question we have for you here is what is one thing that you wish students 

knew before starting to take a class in the online environment 

 I think emily really hit it well when she talked about the time investment required for taking an online 

course often i think it's tempting to believe that an online course won't take as much time as an in-

person course but the amount of time that emily shared to allocate for your work i think is the right 

approach to understand how to build that time into your schedule and then protect it. one thing i 

recommend to students is that you treat an online class as though you were going in person and block 

that time out on your calendar make it a routine engagement for yourself because it's very easy to let 

life creep over especially when you're doing your work here maybe in your own home or in in some 

other environment where there are lots of better and more interesting things to do potentially right 

when you have these competing demands so the more you can protect your schedule the better you'll 

fare in online learning. 
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Great thank you so kind of related to that is what is a common mistake that you see students make and 

how could they avoid doing that 

I think not planning for contingencies life happens and we all know that and building in time to navigate 

those challenges as they come up is critical to your success kids get sick flooded basements happen 

demands outside of the classroom happen and so the more you can anticipate and stay ahead of your 

deadlines i think the better off you'll be in the long term because again life happens we're human beings 

with complex lives and many many roles in life and so if you can stay on top of and even ahead of your 

assignments you'll be in great shape for navigating those challenges as they come up.  

Great thank you I’m actually going to ask you to share your screen here you should have the ability to do 

so and actually show us one of your live courses that you're going to be teaching i'm assuming the one 

that you're going to be teaching in the next week or so.  

Yeah absolutely so daniel can you give me a thumbs up if you don't mind that you can see my screen 

right now. Yes okay okay. great thank you so this is christine Nowik’s english 101 as emily mentioned 

courses will look a little different depending on who's teaching it but there are many features that are 

the same on the first page of your course you should find your instructor's contact information so you'll 

want to make note of that how do your instructors avenues for communication. emily mentioned that 

you can email through the course and that is absolutely true i am a person who lists a phone number for 

texting and calling if you'd like to but also my HACC information HACC email. I have student hours listed 

here you may see them in your course called office hours and if you are a person who's new to the 

collegiate environment especially if you're coming right out of your high school experience please know 

that office hours is your time. I know that when you were in high school going to the office was never a 

good thing but in this case this is time that we allocate to help you so i will be available every monday at 

7:00 p.m for a drop-in for students to come meet with me on zoom this is an online course obviously so 

we don't meet normally via zoom but i will be available to students if they just want to drop in and then 

of course by appointment as well so look for that information and don't be shy don't be shy about 

reaching out because the idea of reaching out for help ensuring that you have clarity on what's 

happening in your class is critical to your success. no one gets through this stuff alone my friends we all 

need help we all need assistance that's part of the process of being in college and i know that's not 

always reinforced for us in our culture or in our academic environments but it really is a collaboration 

your success is a collaboration so please especially here at hacc reach out to your faculty because we are 

here to help you emily mentioned that many of your faculty will include a start here section on their 

course mine happens to be linked through my news announcement so when you first log into my class 

you'll be presented with a message from me and then down below is that start here piece some faculty 

embed videos into their announcements and other parts of the course make sure you watch those let 

me give you a minute here of what's happening in english 101 and then you are gonna regret that you 

didn't sign up for english 101. 

So you get the idea there's going to be lots of great stuff in your class for you to engage with you'll see 

your content button usually the dropbox is where you'll submit assignments if you have discussions 

you'll see a link for those but i recommend that you take some time to determine how the course is laid 

out right so for me here in english 101 students will engage primarily through the checklists. all of the 

content is in the checklist for you one thing i do want to point out is that not everyone underlines active 

links they show up in blue in this particular platform but they're not automatically underlined so if you 
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are a person who experiences colorblindness for example you'll want to let your instructor know that 

you may not be able to see where those active links are so don't be afraid to do that your accessibility in 

the course is our top priority so we want to make sure you have access to everything that you need so if 

you have checklists in your course great take a look to see how the course is laid out get yourself 

familiar with the platform and with where to find information throughout the course generally you'll 

also see an option for some resources where you can reach out for help for tutoring for example you 

heard emily talk a little bit about that lots of stuff that you need in order to function in the course is 

located inside the course so what i share with students is that i am happy to help you if you need it but i 

don't want you to have to rely on me to figure stuff out in the course so i include a little list of where to 

go to find information first stop is always the syllabus if you are not sure about something the syllabus is 

a document that outlines the expectations for the course the details the due dates lots of great 

information it's an extremely boring document it's like a terms of service right and no one usually reads 

the terms of service but in a course it's critically important because sometimes there will be policies in 

that document that don't come into play until later and you don't want to make assumptions about 

what the policies in the course are so do use that syllabus as an active part of your experience in an 

online course so these are the nuts and bolts of your course the layout will be a little different 

depending on who you have as an instructor but overall you should see everything that you need within 

the course and if you get stuck and you're not sure what to do then by all means reach out to your 

faculty member we are here to help we are excited that you are here and look forward to working with 

you in whatever term you're enrolled in so thanks for coming today also. 

Thank you professor Nowik and also to jeanette for sharing your perspectives we know that was a lot of 

information that you took in here from the past almost hour and we want to open it up to you all to see 

what questions you may have after hearing that information as you're preparing for your semester what 

questions do you have feel free to put those in the chat and we'll help you out. 

Well and I will stick around a bit at the end in case you do think of additional questions but i do want to 

thank you all for attending the jump start your success webinar today thank you to the whole student 

learning system support team for hosting this and their role that they played in this and also to 

professor Nowik for contributing from the faculty perspective. we're glad you took an hour to hang out 

with us today to learn some tips and i hope that you do feel more confident going into the upcoming 

semester. we wish you all the best and hope you have a great semester thanks for attending. 


